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6.4 KEOPS and other VENUS experiments dedicated to the criticality safety of
a MOX fuel fabrication facility
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The qualification scheme of criticality computer codes for Pu bearing powders lies
upon databases which suffer from a lack of recent experimental results. As a MOX
manufacturer, BELGONUCLEAIRE is especially concerned by criticality safety and
would like to address such an issue by launching with SCK»CEN an International
Programme called KEOPS.
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1 MOX fabrication process and considered fissile materials

BELGONUCLEAIRE (BN) operates a mixed plutonium/uranium oxide (MOX) fuel producing
plant located in Dessel (Belgium). Since 1986, the plant is working at an annual capacity of 35-40 tons
of MOX, using a MIMAS fabrication process. MOX is manufactured by mixing plutonium oxide and
depleted or natural uranium oxide powders. The whole production line is installed in dry glove boxes,
i.e. water is strictly forbidden in the fabrication process. The plant is divided into several rooms
according to the successive process steps and the material involved :

- pure PuO2 powder,
- primary blend (Pu/(U+Pu) between 25 wt% and 30 wt%), obtained by mixing the depleted

uranium oxide powder with the PuO2 powder and adding some scraps (fabrication remnants),
- secondary blend (Pu/(U+Pu) < 10 wt%), obtained by mixing the master blend with depleted

uranium and adding some additives (ZnSt),
- green pellets, obtained by pelletizing the secondary blend,
- sintered pellets, obtained by sintering the green pellets,
- MOX rods, after setting the corrected pellets in the cladding.

It can be observed that the fabrication process leads to a progressive decrease of the Pu content,
whereas the oxide density is increasing. This has a direct impact on the intrinsic material reactivity and
allowable mass in each room or work unit.

2 Criticality safety management

As far as a dry process is considered, the criticality control ^ is achieved mainly by limitating the
mass of fissile oxide in each room and more specifically in each "work unit".

One distinguishes the fissile material that is moving throughout the glove boxes and the material
that is stored in dedicated storage rooms. In the first case, the fissile material can be found in various
geometrical configurations and at various densities, so that the authorized amount of fissile material is
determined with the very conservative safe mass (1-Dimension calculations) approach. For more
complex configurations wherein significant neutron coupling is suspected, and for storage structures,
safe geometry (3-Dimensions) calculations are performed.

2.1 Safe mass approach
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The safe mass is determined from the computation of reflected spheres (outer water layer of ~ 20
centimeters thickness). Pessimistic assumptions are taken for the plutonium content, the isotopic
composition, the density and humidity of the material. As far as the presence of any moderator is
forebidden is the fabrication process (dry process), it is not necessary to consider all moderation ratio
and a conservative moisture content in the powder is adopted.

From the critical radius a critical oxide mass is deduced, that is further affected by various safety
coefficients : the double batching of fissile material (0.5), calculation errors and heterogeneity effects,
and an extra arbitrary margin according to the licence prescriptions. Finally, a global multiplicative
factor of 0.43 is generally applied to the critical mass obtained by calculation.

Such a procedure is followed for each typical fissile material occuring in the MOX plant, so that
various critical and safe mass are deduced (see Figure 1) and are considered in the safety procedures.
It can be observed that, globally, the critical mass is progressively increasing along with the
fabrication steps, in account of the decreasing Pu content and decreasing intrinsic reactivity.

10000

Density effect
due to pellitizing
+ moisture and additives

1000

100

Industrial PuO2 Master blend Secondary blend Green pellets Sintered pellets

Fig.l Comparison of the critical oxide mass for the various fissile materials met in the MOX plant

2.2 Safe geometry approach

The safe mass approach can be very penalizing with respect to the production process or unsuitable
for specific installations such as a storage. In this case, a direct calculation of the k,.ff factor in a 3-
dimensional approach is prefered.

For the safe geometry calculations, besides the pessimistic assumptions on the fissile material, the
characteristics of the infrastructure (absorbing and reflecting materials) are also taken in a
conservative way in the model. The calculations are generally performed by means of Monte Carlo
codes which provide the effective neutron multiplication factor kf.ff with its standard deviation a.

The criterium k^r + 3o < 0.95 must be satisfied in both normal and accidental conditions. This
is compliant with the "double contingency principle". To this aim, variable density of water is always
considered to pursue the moderation optimum.

3 Databases for criticality safety

3.1 Databases used at BELGONUCLEAIRE

Criticality codes used at BN are validated against two kinds of databases : (i) experimental values
and (if) calculation values.

For experimental values, the well-known ICSBEP database 2) provides an interesting set of free-
access results, with various fissile contents, moderation ratios and geometries. Furthermore, BN uses
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results from proprietary programmes and International Programmes performed with the Belgian
VENUS reactor (see Table 1).

Table 1 Summary of the criticality programmes run with the VENUS critical facility since 1967

Year
1967-1978
1990-1992
1993-1995
1996-1998
1999-2000
2000-2005

.2003-2006

Project
Pu recycling

VIP
VIPO

VIPEX
IMP

REBUS-PWR
REBUS-BWR

Item
27 critical cores with Pu

PWR and BWR FA simulation
Void reactivity effect in MOX

Extension of VIP - PWR - Am241 effect
Critical cores with WG-MOX rods

Burnup credit for PWR UO2 and MOX
Bumup credit for BWR MOX

However, since neither the range of the moderation ratios nor the number of fissile systems are
sufficiently covered in such databases, comparisons against values calculated by other organisms are
necessary. Such calculations allow to deduce critical parameters (radius, volume, mass) vs. moderation
ratio for typical fissile materials and to determine two kinds of values of interest : the minimum
critical value and the critical value at low moderation ratio (m = H/(U+Pu) ~ 0), as they correspond to
two different criticality control levels, according to the possibility or not of moderator ingress.

3.2 Lack of MOX powder experiments and its specificities

The recent workshop on "The Need for Integral Critical Experiments with Low-moderated MOX
Fuels" underlined the lack of critical experiments. We showed3) that it would be desirable to complete
the existing experimental databases with criticality experiments involving low moderated Pu fissile
systems (PuO2, MOX, etc.), but also for moderation up to ~ 300.

Indeed, such fissile systems are affected by both calculation uncertainties and physical
uncertainties. Calculation uncertainties, evidenced by the dispersion between the calculated values
obtained by various codes, arise from both cross sections and methods implemented for resonance
treatment. The practical consequence would be a possible revision towards an increase of the
maximum allowable mass in the work units of a MOX fabrication plant, of about 20 %. Physical
uncertainties, in the other hand, come from the physical state itself of the powder, for which
conservative values of density and moisture must be considered.

Experiments involving Pu powders reveal to be a challenge, due to the nature of the fissile
material : containment of plutonium, physical uncertainties of the powder and quantity of powder
required to achieve criticality.

4 The KEOPS International Programme

4.1 General scope of KEOPS

KEOPS (Experimental Determination of K-effective on Various PuO2 - containing Systems)
attempts to provide an experimental database addressing such an issue.

The project considers the direct loading of powder cans inside the critical facility VENUS
(SCK>CEN), using an aluminium void channel in the central test region of the core. Several fissile
media are considered, in order to provide a clear demonstration of the material progressive loss of
reactivity and its simulation by the criticality codes. The fissile material are conditioned and
characterized so that physical uncertainties are kept within reasonable bounds.

4.2 Fissile material and conditioning

The fissile material (see Table 2) is foreseen to be conditioned at the BN MOX plant for the main
part. The powder is supposed to fill completely a stainless steel can called "S-pot". The use of a can is
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motivated by the representativeness of the industrial powder handling and by the easiness of filling
procedure. Once the powder put in the S-pot, it is extracted from the glove box by the bagging-in &
out method, so that the can is surrounded by 2 plastic bags. The whole is finally introduced inside an
overpack, which is the container to be loaded inside the VENUS vessel.

"S-pot"
dimensions:
H~20cm
0 ~ 10 cm

Pu powder in the "S-pot"

Fig.2 Picture of a « S-pot» and view of the final Pu powder packing

Table 2 Considered fissile materials for the KEOPS programme

Name

State

Average oxide density
Pu/(U+Pu) (w%)

U235/U (w%)
Pu vector (w%)

Pu238
Pu239
Pu240
Pu241
Pu242

Am241 (ppm)
Oxide mass in can (kg)

Pu mass in can (kg)
Oxide volume (L)

Industrial
PUO21

Powder

3
100
-

2.1
57.3
25.3
8.7
6.6

10000
5.1
4.5
1.7

Lab' PuO2

Powder

3
100
-

0.2
79.4
18.7
1.0
0.7

24000
5.1
4.5
1.7

Primary
blend

Powder

3.5
30
0.2

2.1
57.3
25.3
8.7
6.6

10000
5.95
1.6
1.7

Secondary
blend

Powder

3.0
9

0.2

2.1
57.3
25.3
8.7
6.6

10000
5.1
0.4
1.7

WG pellets2

Pellets in a
jumble

5.6
4.37
0.7

0
95.85
4.11
0.03
0.01
2000

9.5/8.25
0.35 / 0.32

1.7/1.5

RG pellets1

Pellets in a
jumble

5.6
9

0.2

2.1
57.3
25.3
8.7
6.6

10000
9.5
0.75
1.7

4.3 VENUS core layout

A detailed description of the VENUS reactor can be found in 4) . Here we only focus on the test
region wherein the can will be loaded. VENUS is a thermal reactor, which means that one has to
create a core region with fast or epithermal spectrum conditions in order to reproduce representative
conditions of a MOX plant5).

The can is supposed to be placed at the center of the reactor, as shown in Figure 3. The central
square 17 x 17 region has removable grids where it is foreseen to build a square watertight void
channel. Their walls should be made of aluminium, according to the mechanical requirements. In this
way the overpack will remain dry and spectrum hardening will be easier.

1 Computed for sake of comparison
2 ~ 1250 pellets available, corresponding to 1.5 liters. 1.7 liters computed for comparison
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Fig.3 XY and XZ views of the KEOPS critical configurations in the VENUS facility

Spectrum hardening is achieved by a specific driver zone design. The outer moderated region
consists of UO2 and MOX rods. From core periphery to the central region, one finds : UO2 3.3 w%
rods, UO2 4.0 w% and MOX rods. This allows a progressive spectrum hardening from the periphery
to the center. Then additional MOX rods are set in the void channel, that absorb strongly the thermal
neutrons coming from the driver zone. Varying the number of MOX rods rows inside the void channel
allows to tune the spectrum in a certain extent, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Spectrum hardening as a function of MOX rods rows in the void region (cut-off 0.625 eV)

#rows
C&FAST / ®THERM

1
74

2
191

3
460

4
1329

For each fissile medium considered, the core is made critical by raising the water level. Reactivity
effects induced by the varying Pu content will be assessed through the critical water level differences.
In this way, VENUS will act as a reactivity attenuator (F factor less than 1), providing

Akeff = Ak^ x F (RA
Can / RA

Core, RF
Cm / RF

Core) , (1)
where Akgff is the reactivity effect measured in VENUS, Akmf is the infinite media reactivity variation
and R stands for the absorption or fission rate of the can and of the core.

4.4 Fissile material characterization

Each fissile material to be loaded in VENUS will be accurately characterized in order to reduce the
uncertainties. Pu content, isotopic vector, total mass and moisture are parameters to be measured at the
BN MOX plant. Powder moisture can be determined within a relative uncertainty of max. 10 %.

For the density, the can is supposed to be filled up to the top in order to reduce the powder mobility.
However a further neutronography method should check the powder top surface at ± 1 mm. In this
way powder density is known within a relative uncertainty < 1 %.

4.5 Prospected reactivity effects and uncertainties impact

Calculations have been performed6), that provide a good idea of the reactivity effects as compared
to the configuration incorporating the laboratory pure PuO2 can, taken as a reference. It is also found
that the infinite media reactivity variations are decreased by a factor F ~ 1/50. The typical reactivity
decrease for the various fissile media relevant for MOX fabrication is indeed reproduced (Figure 4).
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Industrial PuO2 Primary blend Secondary bland RG pallets

-3000

Fig.4 Comparison between the reactivity effects in VENUS and for the infinite media (F ~ 1/50)

Moreover, sensitivity studies (Table 4) combined with the projected fuel characterization allows to
attribute each critical configuration its reactivity uncertainty. The more reactivity weight the can has,
the larger is the uncertainty but this will remain below 130 pcm for the most reactive configuration.

Table 4 Projected physical state uncertainties of the main KEOPS critical configurations

Name

s density (pcm)
e moisture (pcm)

Industrial
PuO2

20
40

Lab' PuO2

50
120

Primary
blend

7
17

Secondary
blend

2
7

WG pellets

~ 0

RG pellets

~ 2
~0

5 Conclusions

KEOPS is a pragmatic experimental project that would consist of critical configurations
incorporating cans with Pu bearing powders. The programme, to be achieved partly in the VENUS
critical facility and at the BN MOX plant, would provide a clear demonstration of the progressive loss
of reactivity of the fissile materials involved in the MOX fabrication. The basic scope includes 4
typical media, and is intended to be performed at low cost and within a short delay.
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